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FINAL COMMUNIQUE

United States-Japan Conference on Cultural

and Educational Interchange

October 28, 1988

Washington, D.C.

1. The 14th U.S.-Japan Conference on Cultural and Educational

Interchange (CULCON) took place in Washington, D.C. in the Ripley

Center of the Smithsonian Institution, October 26-28, 1988. Co-

chairmen were Dr. W. Glenn Campbell, Director, The Hoover

Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and Mr. Isao Masamune,

Advisory Director of the Industrial Bank of Japan. Prominent

individuals from both countries attended as delegates, consultants

and observers, including representatives from government, cultural

and educational institutions, mass media and the publishing

community, visual and performing arts, business and foundations.

The meeting marked the 27th anniversary of the conference. It

received congratulatory messages from President Reagan, Prime

Minister Takeshita and Foreign Minister Uno. The keynote address

was given by Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific

Affairs Gaston Sigur.

2. The theme for this year's conference was "America and Japan

Toward the 1990's: The Era of Regional Exchanges." Discussions

focused on the rapid growth in regional contact between the U.S. and

Japan in each of the subcommittee areas; American studies,

broadcast, education, Japanese studies, museum exchange, press,

performing arts and publications.

3. In discussing the role of CULCON in the context of U.S.-Japan

relations, the Conference noted that for the past 27 years CULCON has

played an important role in expanding cultural and educational

exchange and mutual understanding between the two countries. As

the bilateral relationship becomes closer, however, tensions arise as

differences in each nation's society, economy and culture come into

sharper focus* The U.S. and Japanese economies in particular are

becoming ever more interdependent which increases the likelihood

that economic frictions will continue to dominate headlines and

political concern in both countries. As U.S. and Japanese negotiators

go about the business of resolving conflicts it is increasingly

important that the people of Japan and the U.S. see these conflicts

within the context of what is overall a very healthy relationship. To



the degree that individuals have been personally involved in some

aspect of bilateral cultural and educational exchange or have made

systematic efforts to learn the language and culture of the other

society, they will be able to see economic frictions in a more balanced

way. This in turn helps both countries resist the politicization of

economic issues so that negotiators can work to find rational and

mutually acceptable solutions. It is in this context that regional

exchange programs are an important element in keeping relations on

an even keel. As these relations become broader and deeper so will

our ties become stronger and more able to resist the inevitable

tensions that come with the structural changes which both nations
are experiencing.

4. Delegates applauded Prime Minister Takeshita's International
Cooperation Initiative, one pillar of which is the strengthening of

international cultural exchange between Japan and other countries,

and looked forward to its effect on U.S.-Japan cultural and

educational programs.

5. Conference- delegates approved of the grassroots efforts of

provincial and state governments as well as cities, organizations, and

individuals engaged in direct contact with organizations and

individuals in the other country. There are, for example, now 216

sister city relationships between the U.S. and Japan and some 37 U.S.

states have trade offices in Japan. Several American universities

have opened branch campuses in Japan which provide educational

opportunities for Japanese students. Some Japanese universities are

launching U.S.-based programs. The increased value of the yen has

made it possible for more Japanese students to attend American

universities. Between 1986 and 1988 the number has risen from

15,000 to 18,000. The number of Americans studying in Japanese

universities remains small but at 934 students is substantially larger
than in previous years. The number of Japanese high school students

studying in the U.S. is expected to increase due partly to the Japanese

government's recently initiated policy of granting credit for

American high school courses. The Japanese government's

contribution of 4.8 million dollars to the U.S. National Science

Foundation enabling American scientists" and engineers to study

Japanese and to do research in Japan was applauded—as was the

extremely successful Japan Exchange and Teaching program which

brought 871 young Americans to Japan to teach in Japanese high

schools this past year. The fact that this program operates

throughout Japan is an important contribution to promote mutual



understanding at the grassroots level. Delegates also noted that

some 200 U.S. high schools now teach Japanese and that university

level Japanese language programs are routinely over subscribed.

The exhibits of Japanese and American dolls in both countries are

good examples of exchanges with grassroots appeal. The delegates

emphasized that the subcommittees, in considering their proposals,

should encourage regional and grassroots exchanges.

6. The Library of Japan, a major project initiated by the

Publications Subcommittee, came close to completion with the

selection this week of 27 books on modern Japan, both fiction and

non-fiction. This project, supported by the Japan Foundation, the

University Press of America and the Pacific Basin Institute will

produce a standard edition of these works for distribution to

libraries, book clubs and book stores. Production is expected to

commence shortly. Recommendations were also made to set up a

system for providing U.S. publishers with a newsletter in English on

newly published Japanese works to promote the translation and

publication of Japanese books in the U.S. The delegates noted with

appreciation the Japan Foundation's invitation of American

publishers to Japan. •.-■-

7. In American Studies, the delegates encouraged periodic

conferences or seminars between Japanese and American scholars to

review the state of major fields and disciplines within American

Studies in both countries and to explore directions for further

collaboration in scholarship and research. The delegates also called

for the improvement of library collections of the various Centers of

American Studies throughout Japan, for access to these holdings by

students and scholars throughout Japan, and for the collection of

materials to update and strengthen holdings in Japan. The delegates

recommended the celebration of the Bicentennial of the American

Bill of Rights through lectures, seminars and public presentations.

8. A special symposium for Japanese and American broadcasters

was held on the day preceding the CULCON meeting to discuss ways

of improving the image of each country as well as technical

innovations and changes in broadcasting affecting both countries.

The symposium took place with the assistance of the National

Association of Broadcasters (NAB), the Public Broadcasting Service

(PBS), and the Japan Society. The broadcasters discussed reporting

which negatively affects mutual understanding, technological

developments, and the future outlook. A symposium report will be



prepared. In the subcommittee meetings, delegates noted that an

active grass-roots level of communication plays a key role in

strengthening relationships. They recommended enhancing

television satellite talks by the 35 sister stations and a conference of

sister stations to be held in February of 1989. Also recommended

were a broadcasters1 symposium in July of 1989 to discuss high

definition television and a conference of senior executives in

November to discuss intellectual property matters, co-production and

other issues.

9. The delegates noted the Japan-U.S. Educational Commission's

"retreat" in October, 1988 where Fulbright alumni and officials from

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Education and the U.S.

Embassy met to discuss the future of the Fulbright program and

funding problems created by the increased value of the yen. The

continuing importance of the Fulbright program was affirmed by the

delegates. The education subcommittee praised the Japan-U.S.

Cooperative Study on Education noting that the Japan Study Team

had published a translation of the American report together with

their own. Recognizing the importance of educational exchange

program, calls were made for increased efforts at the local level and

for lists of existing programs. Further steps should be taken to

provide the necessary information and assistance to local,

organizational and individual exchange activities both in public and

private sectors; contact points should be identified in both countries

among schools, students, teachers, administrators and in youth

exchanges. It was also recommended that there be cooperative

investigations to identify problems encountered by students.

Recommendations were made for an assessment of successful

secondary school student exchanges; a pilot project to study barriers

for Japanese students and faculty studying in the U.S. and their

counterparts studying in Japan; that institutes of higher education in

the U.S. develop mini-courses for high level Japanese visitors to

enhance their American experience; that consortia of computer

networks of the type to be established between the National Center

for Science Information and the National Science Foundation be

developed to link U.S. and Japanese data bases and strengthen ties

between various faculties and that ways" be sought to improve

exchange opportunities for Japanese and American junior,

community and technical college students. The Education

Subcommittee heard presentations by the American Association of

Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) on two ongoing Japan-U.S.

Teacher Education Consortium, which it encouraged, and also a



presentation by the California Community Colleges encouraging

exchanges among junior, community and technical colleges.

10. In the field of Japanese studies it was noted that the

International Research Center for Japanese Studies was established

in 1987 in Kyoto; that the Japan Foundation Japanese Language

Institute will be opened in 1989 and that the Inter-University Center

successfully moved to Yokohama in rent-free quarters. Delegates

strongly endorsed the "Journal of Japanese Studies" as deserving

support. The delegates welcomed the continuing work of both the

Japan Foundation and the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission in

support of Japanese Studies, as well as the former's intermediary

role for private donations. The delegates noted that given the

yen/dollar exchange rate, it was increasingly difficult for American

libraries to maintain their collections and they urged supporters to

consider providing additional assistance for this purpose. The

delegates welcomed the Japan Foundation's Library Support Program

and other measures to ' strengthen Japan-related holdings and urged

an increase in inter-library loans to maximize utilization. Close

attention was given to increasing Japanese language instruction in

the United States and efforts were launched to study sending

Japanese-language instructors from Japan to America.

11. The flow of exhibits between the U.S. and Japan has been

increasing steadily in the past few years as more and more Japanese

and American curators become familiar with their counterpart

institutions. The U.S. Information Agency has brought several groups

of Japanese curators to the U.S. while numerous American curators

have visited Japan in the past two years. The Japanese government,

in recognition of the sizeable American collections of Japanese art in

U.S. museums, has funded major new wings of Japanese art, including

those at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Boston Museum and

the Freer Gallery. The Government of Japan's magnificent "The

Shaping of Daimyo Culture" exhibit which opens at the National

Gallery of Art on October 30 was lauded by delegates as an

outstanding cultural offering bringing Japan's classical culture to the

thousands of visitors expected to attend this exhibit. The Museum

Subcommittee also noted the letter of agreement signed between the

Smithsonian Institution and Japan's Agency for Cultural Affairs

promoting exchanges of museum professionals. The delegates

recommended that a reference manual be prepared outlining how to

conduct museum exchanges between the U.S. and Japan, that more

attention be paid to regional and ethnic art in both countries, and



that stays of visiting professionals in Japan and the U.S. be of longer

duration. They further recommended that the ongoing exchange of

museum directors, curators and other museum professionals be

expanded to include representatives outside of the cities where

exchange is routine and ongoing.

12. In the field of performing arts, Japanese delegates noted that in

the past more emphasis was placed on traditional arts than on

contemporary art. The Agency for Cultural Affairs and the Japan

Foundation have therefore been focusing their attention more on

contemporary music and theater groups. Japanese efforts to raise

funds for an endowment to support Japanese performing .arts at the

Kennedy Center was applauded by the committee, as was the

Kennedy Center's own fundraising efforts for this purpose. The U.S.

Information Agency announced that it is continuing its annual

Interlink festival of contemporary music which brings American and

Japanese composers and performers together. The delegates

appreciated the Japan Foundation's invitation to Japan for American

theater and festival directors to familiarize themselves with current

Japanese: performing arts. The delegates encouraged both sides to

consider ways to offer practical assistance to visiting artists in both

countries.

13. The delegates recommended continuing the annual journalists'

exchange program sponsored by the Nihon Shimbun Kyokai and the

IPI American committee and enlarging the Asia Foundation's

Japanese Press Translation Service.

14. In anticipation of future challenges, the delegates

recommended that preparation for the next Steering Committee

meeting include, as a major element, proposals making the operation

of CULCON more efficient.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF CULCON XIV

AMERICAN STUDIES SUBCOMMITTEE

The American Studies Subcommittee wishes to commend the

continuing importance of the programs of the Japan-U.S. Education

Commission (Fulbright) as well as the Sapporo American Studies Cool

Seminar in the development of American Studies in Japan. The

Subcommittee also reaffirms the significance of courses for teaching

non-major undergraduate students about the United States at

Japanese universities.

The American Studies Subcommittee further recommends the

following:

1. Welcoming the establishment of closer ties between the

Japanese Association for American Studies and the American Studies

Association of the United States, and expecting further promotion of

exchanges and collaborations between the two countries on the basis

of this agreement:

To encourage periodic conferences or seminars between

Japanese and American scholars to review the state of

major fields and disciplines within American Studies in

both countries and to explore directions for further

collaboration in scholarship and research.

2. To improve library collections of the various Centers of

American Studies throughout Japan and access to these holdings by

students and scholars; to make efforts for the collection of materials

to update and strengthen collections in Japan; to encourage the

selection of works that provide most authoritative coverage of the

fields represented by particular collections; to create, through the

cooperation of researchers in both countries, a union list of American

Studies materials in Japanese centers and libraries which would

facilitate resource sharing.

3. To celebrate the Bicentennial of the American Bill of Rights

through lectures, seminars and public presentations.



conference, with the cooperation and assistance of the

Japanese Broadcasting Subcommittee, PBS and the Japan

Society.

2. The Broadcasting Subcommittee noted the growing need for

systematic preservation of historical and current video

materials, and the development of a "video library" was

discussed. The Subcommittee endorsed the need for a survey

of existing Japanese and American video libraries and other

organizations engaged in preservation efforts, with the

objective of encouraging greater binational cooperation in this

area.

3. The Broadcasting Subcommittee also endorsed participation in

a conference of broadcasters from NTSC countries to discuss

international issues relating to new technology and high-

definition television at the forthcoming annual meeting of the

National Association of Broadcasters, to be held in Las Vegas in

May, 1989. Such discussion will encourage consideration of

new technology in the broadest international context.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF CULCON XIV

EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE

1. The CULCON XIV Subcommittee recognizes the importance of

promoting exchanges at the grassroots level. Appreciating ongoing

exchange programs, the Subcommittee suggests further steps be

taken to provide the necessary information and assistance for local,

organizational and individual exchange activities in both the public

and private sectors. Contacts should be identified in both countries

among youth exchange programs, schools, administrators, teachers

and students.

2 The Subcommittee recommends that an assessment be made of

successful Japanese secondary school student exchanges in the

United States. An inventory of the magnitude of these ongoing

exchanges should be compiled by representatives of the U.S.

Department of Education with the eventual goal of publicizing model

characteristics of these relationships.

3. The Subcommittee suggests that a pilot project be undertaken to

investigate the removal of barriers to Japanese students and faculty

studying in the United States and their American counterparts

studying in Japan. Emphasis should be placed on researching the

degree of acceptance of transfer credits in both countries, with the

goal of facilitating reciprocal credit for courses taken abroad.

4. The Subcommittee recommends research into the feasibility of

expanding and establishing internships with instititutions and

companies in Japan for American students and faculty. The purpose

of these internships would be to give American scholars a firsthand,

meaningful appreciation of life, culture, and language in Japan, while

promoting a better understanding of the American student.

5. The Subcommittee suggests that suitable institutions of higher

education develop intensive orientation courses for high level

Japanese visitors to the United States. These mini-courses should be

designed specifically to enhance the American experience by utilizing

the resources of these institutions.

6. The Subcommittee recommends that linkages of science

information networks of the type to be established between the



National Center for Science Information and the National Science

Foundation in January 1989 be promoted.

7. The Subcommittee suggests that ways be sought to increase

opportunities for U.S. and Japanese junior, community, and technical

college students to engage in meaningful educational exchanges.

8. The Subcommittee recommends the further expansion of the JET

program, without sacrificing quality. Alternative ways of improving

Japanese language teaching in the U.S. should be explored, and the

possibility of installing a pilot program in U.S. school districts where

Japanese is taught should be investigated.

9. The Subcommittee suggests that the ongoing Japan/U.S. Teacher

Education Consortium (JUSTEC) project on research in teacher

education be supported in recognition of its importance.

10. The Subcommittee noted American universities and colleges are

opening branch campuses in Japan and also Japanese universities

and colleges are launching upon U.S.-based education programs.

Information on the nature and progress of these actions should be

reported to CULCON.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF CULCON XIV

JAPANESE STUDIES SUBCOMMITTEE

The Japanese Studies Subcommittee welcomes the opening of

the International Research Center for Japanese studies in Kyoto and

the successful move of the Inter-University Center to Yokohama in

rent-free quarters.

The Subcommittee also looks forward to the opening of the

Japan Foundation Japanese Language Institute in 1989.

.Continued discussion in the Subcommittee focused on

numerous ways to promote a better understanding of Japan in view

of the growing interest in Japan that currently exists in America.

The Subcommittee addressed the following four areas:

1. The Subcommittee noted that the Journal of Japanese -Studies, a

periodical which occupies an important position in Japanese studies

overseas, faces financial difficulties. The Subcommittee strongly

endorsed financial support from various public and private sponsors

in both the U.S. and Japan. The Subcommittee welcomed the Japan

Foundation's intermediary role for private donations, and the

continuing work of the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission in

promoting Japanese studies.

2. The Subcommittee reviewed the current situation of Japanese

language instruction in the U.S. and noted that measures should be

taken to encourage Japanese education at progressively lower levels,

including the undergraduate and high school level.

The Subcommittee explored the possibility of dispatching

teachers of Japanese from Japan to the U.S., comparable to the

successful JET program. They remarked on the potential usefulness

of a pilot project and welcomed the support on the part of USIA.

The delegates stressed the need to explore the possibilities in more

concrete ways.

The Subcommittee awaits the results of Professor Eleanor

Jordan's survey on Japanese language teaching in the U.S.

Furthermore, they anticipate the Japan Foundation Japanese

Language Institute playing a role in training Japanese language

instructors.



3. The Subcommittee noted that it was increasingly difficult for

American libraries to purchase and maintain Japan related books,

periodicals and materials and it urged supporters to consider

providing further assistance for this purpose. The Subcommittee

welcomed the increasing funding for the Japan Foundation's Library

Support Program and other measures to strengthen Japan-related

holdings and urged an increase in inter-library loans to maximize

utilization.

4. In order to bridge the perception gap on Japan between

American journalists and experts on Japanese studies, the

Subcommittee discussed the need to explore means of maximizing

the dissemination of Japanese materials, especially current articles in

periodicals, translated into English.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF CULCON XIV

MUSEUM EXCHANGE SUBCOMMITTEE

1. The Subcommittee proposes that a reference manual be

written that clearly outlines how to conduct museum exchange

activities between the U.S. and Japan. The manual should go beyond

the published directories available in both countries that list

museum addresses and descriptions. It should include information

regarding both countries' museum cultures and the details on how to

administer an exchange, from implementation to conclusion:

contractual arrangements, legal concerns, use of museum personnel,

exhibition time and venue constraints, financial obligations,

educational and public programs, etc.

A collaborative team of American and Japanese authors should

be designated to draft the manual. The American team should have

one Japanese participant, and the Japanese team should have one

American participant. To maximize utility, the final version should

be made available in both English and Japanese editions.

2. There is a growing need to explore the diverse regional

and ethnic characteristics that comprise the cultures of the U.S. and

Japan. To facilitate this, the ongoing exchange of museum directors,

curators and other museum professionals as recommended by

CULCON XII should be expanded to include representatives outside of

the cities where exchange is routine and ongoing. These

representatives should be chosen with the purpose in mind of

stimulating long-term exchanges of regional and ethnic art and

artifacts between the museums of the two countries.

3. The Subcommittee proposes that the sojourn of visiting

museum directors, curators and other museum professionals be

extended to the maximum length of time feasible. In the past

exchange visits have been whirlwind and mixed in focus, thereby

rendering mixed results. An extended visit in a limited number of

locations and focused on particular subjects would yield better

results in terms of practical museum exchange information and the

ability to conduct exchanges in the future.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF CULCON XIV

PERFORMING ARTS SUBCOMMITTEE

1. The exchange programs of performing arts between the

United States and Japan have been carried out by the Japanese side

with a view to bringing Japanese works of performing arts to the

United States. This has elevated the level of performing arts of the

two nations, has enhanced mutual understanding, and has achieved

good results.

In view of such success, the Japanese will be happy to continue

these programs and further strengthen and improve their content in

the future. This evidence of sustained Japanese interest serves to

confirm the long standing activity of U.S. agencies in bringing

American performing artists to Japan. The U.S. side is happy to

continue the various programs already begun and to consider their

further expansion.

2. In order to promote performing arts exchange in regional

areas of the two countries, it is considered desirable to disseminate

information in a systematic and continuous way on both performing

arts groups and new works. To reach this goal, cultural and

performing arts organizations of the respective countries should be

encouraged to look into effective measures.

3. To encourage the mutual goal of performing arts

exchanges, methods of offering practical assistance to visiting artists

in both countries will be explored.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CULCON XIV

PRESS SUBCOMMITTEE

The Press Subcommittee realizes that news coverage of Japan

and the United States is vitally important to facilitate mutual

understanding of both coutries, and based on the above

understanding, the committee wishes to make the following

recommendations.

1. The annual journalists' exchange program sponsored and

executed jointly by the Nihon Shimbun Kyokai and the IPI American

Committee of the United States has been instrumental and most

effective in improving the quality of binational reporting. This and

similar programs should be continued without interruption.

2. Various measures should be taken to stimulate interest and

understanding among representatives of the Japanese and American

news media towards each others' countries. Specifically, projects of

Japanese and American private institutions to offer editors of

American local newspapers opportunities to visit Japan, and the

Japanese Press Translation Service provided by the Asia Foundation,

should be supported and further enlarged.

3. The activity of the Press Subcommittee should be increased by

developing programs designed to share the experience and concerns

of working journalists in these two societies which are so influenced

by their press media.



RECOMMENDATIONS OF CULCON XIV

PUBLICATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE

The October 26 and 27, 1988 meetings were primarily devoted

to finalizing the list of Japanese books to be translated, when

applicable, and published in the Library of Japan series.

1. After discussion of the proper categories, timeframe and

titles of the Library of Japan series, it was decided to

keep the original title and to make the additional

announcement that classic Japanese works from an

earlier period can be included in a continuation of this

series. It was also agreed that, in all likelihood, no more

than five volumes in the series would be issued each

year.

2. The books selected for the Library of Japan series are

designed to strike a balance in several different areas.

The volumes should include both fiction and non-fiction

works; they should be representative of many aspects of

Japanese life, culture, and history since the Meiji

Restoration; and they should be both authoritative and of

interest to a relatively wide range of American readers.



recommendations of culcon xiv

Broadcastinging Subcommittee

1. The Broadcasting Subcommittee, with the assistance and

cooperation of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB),

Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), and the Japan Society, will

hold three conferences during 1989, relating to television

production and Broadcasting:

a) The Second U.S.-Japan Sister-Stations Conference

fFebruarv 1989. Hawaitt

The object of this conference will be to promote

exchanges between commercial and public television

stations at the grassroots level through the exchange of

programs and personnel. The conference will provide

opportunities for binational discussions and dialogues

between citizens of both countries through the medium of

satellite transmissions. This conference will be sponsored

by the NAB and the Japan National Association of

Broadcasters. At present there are 35 standing sister

station relations.

b) U.S.-Japan TV Technology Conference Qulv 1989. Tokvo^

Issues discussed at this conference will include: new

Broadcasting technologies such as High Definition

Television; protection of intellectual property rights

relating specifically to new technologies; and the

standardization of such new technologies and attendant

production issues. The Japanese Broadcasting

Subcommittee will be responsible for carrying out this

conference in Tokyo.

c) U.S.-Japan Broadcasters Conference (November 1989.

New York

Issues to be discussed will include: international co-

production of programs, operational activities involving

the global market; the preservation of programs and their

international utilization; and policy issues relating to new

technology and its wider ramifications, including effects

on the political, social, economiq and cultural relations of

the two countries. The U.S. Broadcasting Subcommittee

will initiate preparations and planning for this


